Addendum No. 3 For:
Mizzou Sports Arena - Renovate Basketball Spaces
Project Number: CP200131

TO THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ENTITLED:

Mizzou Sports Arena – Renovate Basketball Spaces
1 Champions Drive #200, Columbia, Missouri 65201

HOK Project No. 19.70077.00

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS DATE:   March 03, 2020

PREPARED FOR:     University of Missouri, Columbia
Project No. CP200131

CONSULTANT:      Hellmuth, Obata, Kassabaum, Inc.
300 W. 22nd Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64108
(816) 472-3360
(816) 472-2100– fax no.

Drawings and Specifications for the above noted project and the work covered thereby are herein modified
as follows, and except as set forth herein, otherwise remain unchanged and in full force and effect.  This
addendum is part of the bidding documents for the above named project and modifies the original bidding
documents dated March 03, 2020.  Acknowledgement of receipt of this addendum is required as part of
the Bid.

SHEETS SUBMITTED FOR THIS ADDENDUM:
1) Written Description – 3 pages
2) Supplemental Drawings – 1 attachment
3) Full-Size Sheets - 0
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A     Architectural
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Addendum No. 3
A. PRIOR ADDENDA CHANGES
NONE

B. PROJECT MANUAL CHANGES

A.03.B.01 Project Manual, Advertisement For Bids

SPECIAL NOTICE – DELIVERY OF BIDS and Public Bid Opening
Due to the COVID-19 situation, be advised of the modified process for receiving bids for this project.

- The location of bid receipt will remain unchanged. Bidders need to be aware that General Services Building (GSB) is locked during this time of remote work activities at the University of Missouri (MU) which was put in place March 18, 2020.
- On the date of the bid opening, an MU employee will be available at L100 GSB to receive bids starting 30 minutes prior to the time stated.
  - Contractors should remain in their vehicles until they are ready to submit bids. The lobby of GSB will not be available for waiting or receiving phone calls.
  - US Mail and overnight deliveries are being held at a central location during this period of remote working. There is no guarantee that use of mail or shipping deliveries will be received at the stated address by the deadline for the receipt of bids.
- The bids will be read aloud as normal. Attendees are encouraged to follow CDC guidelines on social distancing and proper hygiene if deciding to attend the bid opening.
- The standard process of posting a bid tabulation to the website will continue.

C. DRAWING CHANGES

A.03.C.01 Drawings – Reflected Ceiling Plans: Note to paint all areas behind the wood slat ceiling material PT-4 above the slats.

D. CLARIFICATIONS / BIDDER’S QUESTIONS

A.03.D.01 BIDDER QUESTIONS

A. QUESTION: I need some clarification on the wood ceilings in Mizzou Sports Arena.

Conflicting info - “Suspended Wood Ceilings” are called “Linear Wood Ceiling” in the spec, both “Baffle” and “Woodworks Grille” on the finish schedule, and “Wood Slat Ceiling” on the RCPs. I need a some indication of the profile with dimensions. The finish schedule says the wood ceiling is in spec section 095423, but the spec skips from 095133 to 095426.

The WD-1 finish is a “fumed oak veneer”, will a standard oak veneer stained to match be acceptable?
RESPONSE: Utilize ‘Armstrong, Woodworks Grille, #, 7263BO, 1’X 8’ - 6 Blade Backer Panel, with BioAcoustic™ Infill Panel – Black, Paint PT-4 above slats’

The slats are 5/8” wide, 1-3/8” spacing (see attached PDF)

The WD-1 finish is a “fumed oak veneer”, will a standard oak veneer stained to match be acceptable? Yes, this is acceptable as long as it matches well.

B. QUESTION: Received addendum #2. The alternate #1 note I was referring to is at room WL106. I don’t understand cutting felt. Are the slot diffusers required with alternate #1? Does the alternate ceiling have its’ own diffusers built in?

RESPONSE: Alternate No. 1 requires the same slot diffusers however, to function they will require cutting of the felt fabric above the metal ceiling assembly to allow the diffusers to provide appropriate air distribution.

C. QUESTION: Who is the fiber optic ceiling provider?

RESPONSE: Fiber Optic Ceiling Panel provider: 1-800-893-9787, ask for Donte or Sean

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 3